One of the most common distortions in images is blur which makes performing lot of image processing and computer vision tasks like detection and recognition a very difficult task. Assessment of quality images corrupted blur is very important and active area of research. Nonsubsampled contourlet transform is one of the transformation which is shift invariant and used in lot of tasks of image processing like denoising, image enhancement etc. In this paper we propose an image quality measure for blurred images which uses non subsampled contourlet transform (NSCT) features and support vector regression for the task of image quality assessment of images corrupted by blur. Comparative studies with other well known image sharpness and quality measures on standard databases and correlations with Human visual system (HVS) is also presented in the paper.
Introduction
Image quality assessment is currently one of the important areas of research in field of image processing. Images can be distorted due to various sources during image acquisition, image compression or transmission through a communication channel. Additive noise, blur, compression artifacts are examples of some of the most common distortions. Image quality assessment algorithms are divided into three categories:
1) Full Reference Image Quality Assessment (FR-IQA) 2) Reduced Reference Image Quality Assessment (RR-IQA) 3) No Reference Image Quality Assessment (NR-IQA) [1] . Full Reference image quality assessment requires a reference image of the same scene to assess quality of a distorted image. Peak Signal to Noise Ratio [2] (PSNR), Structural Similarity Index Measure [3] (SSIM) and Feature Similarity Index Measure (FSIM) [4] are classical examples of full reference image quality assessment algorithms. Reduced reference image quality assessment techniques also require a reference image of the same scene but instead of full image information of the reference image for task of image quality assessment, only a few features of the reference image is used for the task of quality assessment. Reduced Reference Entropic Differencing [5] and Reduced-reference image quality assessment by structural similarity estimation [6] are couple of the recent well known technique in this category. The final class of image quality assessment algorithms give an estimate of image quality lindly without the use of reference images and termed as no reference image quality assessment algorithms.
Image quality assessment techniques are either designed for general cases which works for a few distortion types or for a specific type of distortion. Specific techniques for noise [7] - [9] , JPEG compression artifacts [10] , [11] , JPEG2000 compression artifacts [12] . One of the strategy of designing image quality assessment algorithms is to extract statistics of image in spatial domain or some transform domain like wavelet, curvelet etc. Another common strategy for designing image quality assessment algorithms is to use some machine learning algorithms support vector regression, general regression neural network [13] , random forest [14] regression etc. Image sharpness assessment is an active area pursued by researchers working in the area of image quality assessment. Blurring in images can be caused by a variety of sources like camera shake, defocus. In presence of excessive blur in images, tasks of object detection and recognition becomes extremely difficult. Analysis of image sharpness is an extremely important operation for image processing algorithms and lot of research is happening in this area. In this paper, we extract non subsampled contourlet transform features and develop a support vector regression based model for task of sharpness/blurriness assessment. tate of the art algorithms are proposed in literature for image quality assessment images for blurred images. Some of the common examples are based on the concept of Just Noticeable Blur(JNB) [15] , Cumulative Probability of Blur Detection(CPBD) [16] , edge width (referred as PINA in rest of the paper) [17] , frequency domain [18] , wavelet based algorithm FISH and block based variation of the same algorithm FISHBB [19] , Fourier phase information (referred as sharpness_index in rest of the paper) [20] , global phase coherence (referred as s_index in rest of the paper) [21] . The rest of the paper is organized as follows Section 2 gives a brief description of the non subsampled contourlet transform, followed by Section 3 where we propose the implementation details of the measure, followed by results and discussion in Section 4 and finally we conclude in Section 5.
Nonsubsampled Contourlet Transform
Researchers working in the field of image processing use non subsampled contourlet transform for a variety of applications like image denoising, image enhancement etc. One of the most important properties of non subsampled contourlet transform is that this transform is fully shift invariant, the next property is that it is multiscale. The structure of non subsampled contourlet transform is provided in Fig. 1 . Image quality assessment using non subsampled contourlet transform has been proposed earlier [22] . The details of different variants of implementation and its applications are described in [23] . Let I(x, y) be an image where 0 < x ≤ M and 0 < y ≤ N. L denote the number of scales, I is transformed resulting in L bandpass subbands and one lowpass subband. Further each of the bandpass subband is decomposed into nonsubsampled directional filter banks (NSDFB). The number of NFSDB are 2 l k where 1 < l ≤ L. The equation of decomposition is given by
Multiscale and directional decomposition stages in non subsampled contourlet transform (NSCT) are independent of each other. For this reason, we have considered each band as independent and extracted individual features from each band (Fig. 1 ).
are the bandpass directional subbands filtered by nonsubsampled directional filter banks. For each subband Cj, the frequency coefficient of a given pixel (x, y) is represented by Cj(x, y), j = 1, 2, ...,
Proposed Technique
The overall model is shown in Fig. 2 . 
Extraction of Features
As we have discussed earlier non subsampled contourlet decomposition of a 2D image into 4 scales produces 16 directional subbands. We take mean coefficient value of one subband as feature, therefore 16 subbands will yield 16 features. Now we have obtained a feature vector of dimension 16. The filters chosen for decomposition for the proposed method are "dmaxflat7 " and "maxflat" filters. These features contain information about image sharpness.
Support Vector Regression
From feature space to image quality score is achieved by a support vector regression. Support Vector regression(SVR) approach is widely used for image quality assessment. Few of the well known techniques using SVR are [24] - [26] . For our implementation, we have used the LIBSVM [27] package for Support vector regression. The fourth level decomposition of an image gives 16 directional sub bands. The mean coefficients of each subband is used as a feature in this proposed technique. Support vector regression model is trained using this technique. Support vector regression model is trained using these features and DMOS score available with the dataset. We use ε-SVR for our model. Radial Basis function (RBF) kernel is used as the kernel function.
Selection of Features
For machine learning problems, having a long feature vector leads to complications which affects both performance and accuracy. To combat this challenge we need to use some feature selection algorithm which reduces the dimensionality of the feature vector and try to improve the performance of the proposed model. Sequential forward feature selection algorithm is used in the proposed technique to select the best features. This type of algorithm is used in image quality assessment algorithms [28] for selecting features for multimethod fusion.
Let F = {fj|j = 1, ..., 16} be the feature set with 16 features, goal is to find a subset FN, with N< 16 to optimize an objective function J(Fk) which can be one of the following three functions. 
where N is the total number of images in dataset D, xi is the subjective DMOS score of the i th image and yi is the objective image quality score of the i th image.
Results and Discussion
To validate our proposed method we validate it with publicly available standard datasets for image quality assessment. We perform two types of statistical analysis for validation of our proposed system against Human visual system (HVS). The first type of analysis is to evaluate prediction
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Volume 12, Number 2, March 2017 (5) is a metric used for evaluating Prediction monotonicity. Higher the value of SROCC, it is more closer to human visual perception. The next type of analysis is to evaluate prediction accuracy-Pearson Linear Correlation Coefficient (PLCC) mentioned in equation (6) and Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) mentioned in equation (7) are the metrics used for evaluation of prediction accuracy. High value of PLCC denotes that the proposed model is close to the human visual system. For RMSE, a lower value means it closer to the human visual system. As per recommendations from Video Quality Experts Group (VQEG) report the image quality score must be passed through a non linear regression function. [29] .
where β1, β2, β3, β4, β5 are regression parameters, Q and QP are the predicted image quality scores before and after regression respectively. For our analysis, we have split the entire data into training and testing set in the ratio 80/20 where 80 per cent of data is used for training and 20 per cent is used for testing. 1000 different combinations of train-test sets are generated for running experiments. We use medianvalues of the metrics for our performance analysis. We have compared our proposed technique against PSNR, SSIM, JNB, CPBD, FISH, FISHBB, Q-metric, PINA and the techniques proposed using phase coherence (Sharpness_Index and S_index) for our analysis.
LIVE Database [30]
From 29 reference images 145 blurred images are created in this database. Table 1 shows the performance of proposed technique against state of the full reference and no reference image quality assessment and image sharpness assessment techniques. We see that the proposed approach is comparable to the No-reference Image Quality assessment algorithms and performs better than Full reference techniques like PSNR, SSIM for this dataset. 
VCLFER Database [31]
This database consists of 138 blurred images created from 23 reference images Table 2 shows the performance of proposed technique against state of the full reference and no reference image quality assessment and image sharpness assessment techniques. We have compared our technique with available techniques in the literature and have noticed that the proposed technique performs better than the well known algorithms like JNB and CPBD, but the metric proposed in [17] gives a slightly better performance in this dataset.
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CSIQ Database[32]
From 30 reference images 150 blurred images are created in this database. Table 3 shows the performance of proposed technique against state of the full reference and no reference image quality assessment and image sharpness assessment techniques. For CSIQ dataset this performs better than most of the standard no-reference image sharpness technique except the block wise version of FISH which gives a slightly better performance for this particular dataset. [20] , [21] perform slightly better.
Conclusion
In this paper we propose a machine learning based image quality measure for blurred images using non subsampled contourlet transform features. We use support vector regression (SVR) for combining the features and giving an estimate of image quality of blurred images. The proposed measure is comparable with the human visual system (HVS) as we have shown in the results. One of the limitations is that the feature selection algorithm used here is sequential forward selection algorithm, is useful when number of features is less, for higher number of features the algorithm is very slow. Heuristic approaches like genetic algorithms, simulated annealing etc. might offer a faster and efficient way to select desired features.
